CARL’S TABLE CT12
®

The most advanced radiology desk to date.

Easily adjust the table height, table tilt
and monitor position to accommodate multiple
users — whether sitting, standing, or reclining.
Each user can then lock-in their preferred height
and tilt positions into the Programmable Preset
menu — adjust the table to fit you in just a
matter of seconds so you can get right to work!

Look inside for more innovative Carl’s Table features…

CARL’S TABLE CT12
The most advanced radiology desk to date.

Monitor Control System™
1

Push-button controls
electrically adjust
the entire bank of
monitors.

2

Place monitors in your
correct ergonomic line
of vision by adjusting
them up and down.

3

Reduce eye strain —
adjust monitors closer
or farther away for the
focal depth you need.

4

Our patented mounts
make it easy to install
all of your monitors in
perfect alignment.

5

We provide tools for
precision adjustments.

6

Supports 6MP and
10MP diagnostic
monitors.

7

Plug monitors into the
rear power bar and
manage cables cleanly.
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Adaptive Lighting System
8
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Ambient back lights
reduce eye strain
with adjustable light
levels that can be
controlled manually or
automatically. When
set to Auto control,
a sensor adjusts the
back light level based
on the monitors’ light
density.
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Two desk task lights
are completely
adjustable.

10

A single interface gives
you full lighting control.
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Imagine A Better Reading Experience
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Other Innovative Features For Your Comfort
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White Glove Delivery & Custom Comfort Fitting

11

Wraparound
acoustic panels
absorb sound
up to 35%.

12

Air Circulation
System to keep
you cool.

13

100 Programmable
Height/Tilt Presets.

14

3 USB ports.

15

Non-tilting Coffee
Surface.

16

Holder for your
CPU.

17

Swiveling footrest.

18

Advanced Safety
System protects
equipment when
raising or lowering
the table.

Anthro handles every Carl’s Table order with kid
gloves, from the time it leaves our dock until
it’s up and running in your reading room. Each
CT12 is carefully crated and delivered via Air Ride
Equipped trailers to protect the table’s delicate
components and finishes.
An Anthro Field Service Engineer meets the
shipment at the site dock, delivers it to the
reading room, assembles the table, and works
with your IT staff to install all the equipment.
Best of all, we provide personal fittings for each
doctor to show them all the features of the
table and how they work. We’ll even help them
program their preferred sitting, standing, and
reclining positions!
One of our friendly Field Service Engineers will personally handle your
Carl’s Table installation and confirm that the table is performing optimally.
He’ll help you make the most of your Carl’s Table investment by personally
fitting each of your doctors to the table and programming their preferred
ergonomic presets.

See the back for Technical Data
and more Carl’s Table details!

radiology-furniture.com | 800.325.3841
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Styles and sizes
Sit/stand height range
(measurements are from
the floor to the top of the
keyboard surface)

Max lift capacity
Overall weight
capacity

Carl's Table
CT12

®

The most advanced
radiology desk to date.
Dual-surface in 65” width
as high as 49.5”
as low as 30”
300 lbs.

300 lbs.

Monitor controls
and configurations

Monitor Control System™
Electrically adjust an array of up to 4 monitors
up, down, forward and back in unison.

Cable management

With the Cable Management System, move the
table to any position and the cords stay plugged in
and equipment stays in place.

Number of electrical
outlets for powering
electronic devices

Tilt

Lighting

Additional features

Delivery and
installation

Station
STEVE’S Steve’s
Advanced
feature-rich,
ST You’ll
TIONLoveAroomy
Why
Anthro
radiology desk.

14 outlets.

15° of reclining tilt on the entire table,
with a Coffee Surface for items you
want to keep level (like coffee!)
Smart Adaptive Lighting relieves eye strain
by adjusting the ambient light levels and
maintaining the appropriate contrast ratio
to the image on the screen. Two adjustable task
lights are integrated into the worksurface.
• 100 programmable height/tilt presets.
• 3 USB ports on the worksurface.
• Wraparound 28” high fabric-covered
privacy screen.
• Air circulation system.
• Advanced safety system that protects
equipment when lowering the table.
• Footrest.
Sensitive Carl's Table components require a skilled
installer — that's why a Custom Comfort Fitting
by Anthro’s Field Service Engineer is all part of the
package. We meet the shipment at your site,
deliver it to the reading room, assemble the
table, and work with your IT staff to install your
equipment. We also provide a personal fitting
for each doctor, to show them how to set their
preferred sitting, standing and reclining positions.
Lifetime Warranty against manufacturing defects;
5-year warranty on mechanical and electrical
components. Cords and plugs are not warranted.

Product #
and MSRP

CT12SM/DG (Dark Grey laminate)
CT12SM/WE (Wenge laminate)
$12,950 MSRP

Carl’s Table®, Steve’s Station®, Elevate™ and Technology Furniture® are trademarks of Anthro Corporation.

Anthro — Where Technology Meets Comfort.™

Dual- and single-surface styles

and sizes
We designStyles
and manufacture
in Portland, inOregon
60” and to
72” widths
control quality and respond quickly to your needs.
Sit/stand height range

Dual surface:

as high as 56”
(measurements are
Technology
Isfrom
Our Middle
Name

Single surface:
as high as 49”

the floor to the top of the

For 30 years,
we'vesurface)
been stayingasahead
of your
keyboard
low as 17.25”
technology needs with our easy-to-use solutions.
Max lift capacity

as low as 23”

325 lbs.

Lifetime Warranty

Overall
weight
325 lbs.
With Anthro,
youcapacity
get
premium materials, quality
construction and outstanding service, all of which
last a lifetime — the length ofMonitor
our warranty.
Easy Track™: Manually slide an array
Monitor controls
and configurations

up to 6 monitors forward and back in unison
your optimal focal depth. Adjust monitors up a
down with your table height controls.

Also From Anthro
Cable management

With the Cable Management System, move t
table to any position
and the cords stay plugg
®
in and equipment stays in place.

STEVE’S ST TION
Number of
electrical outlets
Tilt
Lighting
ADVANCED

Additional features

ELEV TE

™

Delivery and
installation

SINGLE SURFACE

Warranty

3 outlets on the worksurface,
12 outlets in the rear cable compartment.
24° of ergonomic keyboard surface tilt
(dual-surface tables only).

Two integrated task lights on the worksurfac
ESSENTIAL
• 3 programmable height presets.
• 2 USB ports on the worksurface.
• Air circulation system.
• Advanced safety system that protects
equipment when lowering the table.

The Steve’s Station Advanced table arrives
at your site assembled — you just install th
Cable Management System and Monitor Eas
Track using our easy-to-follow instructions
Removable handles (and the aid of some stro
helpers) make it easy to lift the table out of
crate and move it into your work space.

CORNER
Lifetime
Warranty against manufacturing defe
5-year warranty on mechanical and electrica
components. Cords and plugs are not warrant
Dual surface:

Product #
and MSRP

STA260GV/DG
(60"w in Dark Grey)
STA260GV/MP
(60"w in Maple)
STA260GV/WE
(60"w in Wenge)
$6,499 MSRP

800.325.3841 | anthro.com
STA272GV/DG
@anthrocorp

(72"w in Dark Grey)
/anthrocorp
STA272GV/MP
(72"w in Maple)
STA272GV/WE
(72"w in Wenge)
$6,599 MSRP

Single surface:

STA160GV/DG
(60"w in Dark Gre
STA160GV/MP
(60"w in Maple
STA160GV/WE
(60"w in Wenge
$5,999 MSRP
IMG-1437_dec14

Warranty

Made in the USA

STA172GV/DG
(72"w in Dark Gre
STA172GV/MP
(72"w in Maple
STA172GV/WE
(72"w in Wenge
$6,199 MSRP

